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I’lic I’xilic whiting (Alcdirc.c,itrs proilrrc,rrr.s) is ;I highly migratory fish occupying the continental 
sliclf and slope ollthc \vest const of North America. Tlie species spnwis in January oflsouthern 
California and northern hlexico. During spring and summcr tlic oldcr and larger Iish \vi11 
migrate as far north ;IS central Vancouver Island. Recruitment is highly variablc. wi th  strong 
yenr clusses often supporting tlie conimercinl lishery during several years oflow recruitment. The 
lcvcl of recruitment appears to he independent of the size of the spaaning population. 

A simplc bioccoiiomic model of the I?icilic whiting is constructed wi th  independent 
rccruitriicnt. 1;isIicry protluctiori functions arc estimated from data on U.S. catch. average 

ind tlic nunibcr of vesscls in tlic U.S. flect. A stochastic optimization problem. 
seeking to maxiinizc the cxpectcd value of industry profit. is formulated. Its solution would 
require a joint distribution on future recruitment and other bioeconomic parameters. Such a 
distribution is problematic. As an alternative. the certainty-equivalent problem is solved yielding 
solution values for the stochastic equilibrium and an approximately-optimal rule that sets 
allowable catch based on an estimate of current-year biomass. 

Adaptive management can result in large changes in Reet size and allowable catch from year to 
year. Tlie whiting fishery might be characterized as an opportunistic fishery. requiring a 
gcncralist fleet to expand o r  cotitrxt  as bioeconomic conditions warrant. I t  is possible that long- 
run conditions would not support a profitable fishery. but that short-run fishing is profitable 
based on previous years of strong recruitment. The situation is not dissimilar to that lacing the 
owner ora marginal gold mine that operis or closes depending on the price ofgold. In the case of 
the whiting fishery. the optitnnl level of short-run fishing will depend not only on price. but 011 

current biomass. tlie mnual cost of fishing. tlie discount rate and vessel productivity. A sinlple 
interactive program is provided for would-be managers. 

1. Introduction. With the development of a joint-venture fishery. the Pacific 
whiting (Merltrcciirs proriirctrrs) has become a commercially valuable species. 
Trawlers from California, Oregon, Washington and the province of British 
Columbia harvest whiting (also called hake) and then off-load tlie cod-end of 
their nets to a foreign factory vessel where the whiting is quickly processed to 
preserve freshness and texture. I n  1989, the U.S. fleet delivered approxiriiately 
204 000 metric tons of whiting to foreign processing vessels, earning about 
$21 million in  revenues. 

The Pacific whiting is a highly migratory species, spawning OK the coasts of 
southern California and northern Mexico in January (Bailey et ai.. 1982). 

* This paper \vas Lvrittcn in July 1Y90 whilc thc author \vas il Summcr Faculty I-cllo\v at the Soutli\wst 
Fizhcries Ccntcr. La Jolla. C;ilifornia. The author gratefully acknowledges the support of the US. National 
Marine Fishcries Service. 
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During (lie spring and suninier the population migrates northward, with the 
older and larger fish crossing into Canadian waters in August. Joint-venture 
arrangements have proved profitable to both U.S. and Canadian trawlers, and 
the distribution of allowable catch between the U.S. and Canada has taken 
on greater importance. While there is no formal treaty, fisheries managers 
from both countries have met to work out a long-term plan for binational 
al I oca t i o n . 

Recruitment i n  the whiting fishery appears to be independent of spawning 
biomass, but is positively correlated to surface temperature during spawning. 
Temperature i n  the month of January is affected by Eckmann transport, a 
process where warmer nearshore surface waters are pushed offshore, followed 
by an upwelling of deeper, cooler water (Bailey, 1981). 

By August the whiting stock is distributed along the coast by age. While tlie 
location of a cohort in a particular year will depend on temperature, cohorts 
aged two to six are likely to be found off northern California and Oregon, while 
cohorts 7 to 14 are likely to be found off the coasts of Washington and British 
Columbia. I n  September and October whiting begin their southward 
migration from the feeding grounds to the spawning areas, and the cycle 
repeats itself. 

The age structure of the resource and its reasonably stable migratory pattern 
have lead previous researchers to develop cohort models with population 
dynamics. migration and trophic interactions (Francis, 1983), stochastic 
recruitment (Swartzman et a / . ,  1983), and a game-theoretic approach to 
U.S.-Canadian management (Swartzman et ( I / . .  1987). Dorn and Methot 
(1989) also employ ;i cohort model w i t h  recruitment randomly generated by 
iteralive resampling from estimates of recruitment for the period 1959-1986. 
Constant and variable eITort strategies are examined by averaginz yields from 
10 replicate. 1000-year simulations. Estimates of average yield ranged from 
178 000 to 244 000 tons for the constant-effort strategy and from 205 000 to 
251 000 tons for the variable-effort strategy. They recommend that total 
allowable catch be split 80 and 20% for the U.S. and Canada, respectively. 

A simpler approach is taken in this paper. All the numerical results can be 
derived from the nine observations on catch, mean annual biomass and effort 
(vessel numbers) in Table 1. and by using the 20-line program (in BASIC) listed 
in Table 3.  Analytical expressions for stochastic equilibrium and the approxi- 
mately-optimal policy rule for adaptive management require some calculus 
and a fair amount of tedious algebra. 

While the model is simple, i t  incorporates economic elements which have 
bccn absctit in  all thc prcvious iiiotfcling of tlic P:icific \vliiting. SpccificaIIy. tlie 
program in  Table 3 will employ estimates of a vessel productivity paranietcr, 
natural mortality. annual cost per vessel, dockside (or exvessel) price. tlie real 
rate of discount (interest) and long-run average recruitment to calculate what 
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has been called the stochastic equilibrium. More relevant to short term 
management is the adaptive-management rule which. given an updated set of 
bioeconomic parameters and an estimate of current-year biomass. will suggest 
levels for allowable catch and fleet size. The issue of distributing allowable 
catch between the U.S. and Canada is left for resolution by managers from both 
countries. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section we constuct 
a bioeconomic model and derive equations defining stochastic equilibrium and 
the adaptive-management rule. In the third section we estimate production 
functions for the Pacific whiting fishery and calibrate the model for price and 
cost circa 1988. Section 4 examines stochastic equilibria and the perforniance 
of the adaptive-policy rule for allowable catch under a range of values for tlie 
bioeconomic parameters. The paper coiicludes with a discussion of tlie 
implications and limitntioiis of tlie model. 

2. 13ioecoiioniics: Stochastic Equilibriuiii aiid Adaptive Management. Let 4 
denote the average biomass or Pacilic whiting in year r, E, the level of fishing 
elTort i n  year r and the level of harvest or catch. We assume there exits a 
production function relating annual catch to biomass and effort and write 
Y,=F(X,, E,), where tlie partial derivatives of F(Ai.  E,) are denoted with 
subscripts and assumed to have the following signs: F'' > 0. FE > 0. Fy,L = 
F,.,v>O, F y , x < O  and F,.,<O. If p denotes the exvessel price per unit of catch 
( s a y .  $/metric ton) and c the cost of effort (say, cost,!vessel/year), then we niay 
write net revenue or prolit in year t as: 

(1 1 

Average annual biomass is assumed to change according to the following 
first-order diflerence equation: 

(2) 

71, = p F ( 4 .  E,) - CE,. 

Xi + , = ( 1  - A I )  [ X ,  - F(,y,  E,)] + R, 

where M is annual natural mortality and R, is a random variable denoting 
recruitnient in year r .  Maximization of the present value of expected profits 
subject to the dynamics of mean annual biomass may be stated matlieiiiatically 
as: 

Maximize E pf[yF(4 ,  €,)-c€,] 

Subject to X i  + , = ( 1 - M )  [& - F ( 4 .  E,)] + R, 

where p = l;( I + ( 5 )  is a discount factor and (S is tlie real rate of discount (or real 
annual interest rate). 

{, 1" 
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This stochastic optimization problem might be solved by dynamic 
programming if  a distribution for future recruitment were known. If other 
bioeconomic parameters are also random variables then one would need a 
joint distribution over all random variables. Such a distribution is problematic. 
As an alternative we consider what is called the “certainty-equivalent 
problem”. The name is a bit of a misnomer, because the solution to the 
certainty-equivalent problem will not be the same as the solution to the .  
stochastic dynamic program mi ng problem (when the necessary d is t rib u t ion is 
known). The actual dcgrce of suboptimalily associated with the solution to the 
certainty-equivalert problem will depend on the specifics of the problem, the 
functional forms, the presence of irreversibilities. and the degree to which initial 
conditions differ from the long-run “stochastic equilibrium“.* Before discuss- 
ing the issue of suboptimality further. i t  may be useful to pose and solve the 
certain ty-eq u ivalen t problem. 

Let the expected value of R, be denoted by R. The certainty-equivalent 
problem is the deterministic problem obtained by substituting the expected 
value for its random variable. This results in a problem with a Lagrangian 
expression that may be written as:  

7. 

where i,, , , is the Lagrange multiplier associated with biomass in period f +  1 ,  
and may bc intcrprctcd ;is l l i c  ~nargiiial valtic of itti additio~i;il u n i l  (say. niclric 
ton) of fish in  the water in  year r + 1. The Lagrange multiplier is also called thc 
“shadow-price” of the fish stock. Note that R becomes a parameter in the 
certain t y-eq uivalent pro bleni. 

In tlie Appendix we deriw the firsl-order necessary conditions for this 
problem. Tlicy can be ev:iluuted i n  steady state and are shown to imply the 
following two equations: 

c‘( I - /\I,F-- 
= S + M  

( ]JFE - c‘ ) 

R = A f X + ( l - M ) F ( X ,  E) .  ( 5 )  

Equation (4) is a special case of what has been called the “fundamental 
equation of renewable resources” (see Conrad and Clark. 1987. p. 34). With 
independent recruitment the first derivative of the net growth function vanishcs 

* Pcrhiips ii niorc ;icciir;itc iiatiic \vould be ”ccrrainly-equiv~ilciice equilibrium“ since tlie concept ol 
slocliiislic cquiiihriuin is usri;illy iiswci:itcd will1 :I st:i~ioiiiiry proh:ihiiif. disrribution. 
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and wc' arc  left equating the "marginal stock elrect" to the sum of tlie rate of 
discouii t and iiatiirnl mortality. The marginnl stock ellect niciisiires thc 
incremental cost savings from larger biomass relative to the inmediate benelit 
if tha t  increment in  bioniass were harvested this year. 

Equation ( 5 )  requires that expected (or long-run average) recruitment offset 
tlie reduction in  biomass from natural mortality plus that portion of biomass 
tha t  would have survived had it not been harvested. Equations (4) and ( 5 )  
collectively define what Burt (1967) refers to as the stochastic equi1ibriuni:Burt 
was conccriicd with the optimal management of a groundwater stock when 
rccliargc ( h i 1  rain or mcltiiig siiow j w;is stochastic. I le iiotcs that thc 
stochastic equilibrium is "always approached. but rarely experienced". 

The stochastic equilibrium for our problem is portrayed in Fig. 1. From the 
implicir function theorem. equation (4) will define a curve in  X- E space. 
Totally dill'erentiating equation (4)  and making use of tlie partials of I.'(x', E). 
we can show that along this curve dE/dXis positive. Depending on thc forni of 
F ( X ,  E )  i t  may be possible tosolve for a n  explicit relationship. E= €(A'). that is 
positively sloped.* 

Equation (5) also implies a curve i n  A'- Espace. Total dilrerentiation and the 
signs for F,. and FE will imply t l ia t  along this curve dEjd.\.<O. I f  a n  explicit 
relatiousliip. E= R(A*).  can be obtained from equation ( 5 ) ,  i t  will be negatively 
sloped. Thus. the partials of F ( X ,  E )  imply tha t  a nonzero stocliastic 
equilibrium. (AX.  E R )  in  Fig. 1. will be unique. 

While the stochastic equilibrium may be of interest i n  determining tlie long- 
run  clTccts of changes in the bioecononiic parameters, i t  is not very useful for 
short-term management. When fish biomass is not at its long-run equilibrium 
we would need to solve tlie deterministic certainty-equivalent problem. or a 
fi ni t e- 11 o ri zon s t ochas t ic d y na ni ic program mi ng problem to deter ni i ne t lie li rs t 
step along an "approach path". With F ( X , ,  E,) nonlinear. this is not a trivial 
problem. 

Instead of takins this tack we make use of an "approximately-optimal" 
technique proposed by Burt  (1964, 1967) for groundwater management and 
more recently examined by Kolberg (1990) for management of a fishery. This 
approach makes use of equation (4) by noting that i t  can be regarded as 
defining a relationship between X ,  and E, in  the vicinity of long-run 
equilibrium. Could we use this relationship for short-run management'? If we 
do, how inferior would tlie resulting decisions be. relative to the solution 

* Thc curve E(.\') has nothins to do with thc cspcctation opcrator. I t  is :a smooth. positivcly-sloped c u n e  
oht:ainrd from quat ion  (3 )  nnd \vi11 be uscd to identify thc approximately optininl level of elTort givcia :ail 
csliiia;lic d bioiia;ass. .\., 'Ilic tunc iiaaplicd I,> cqu:atimi ( 5 )  \ \ i l l  Iw dcnotctl /<(/3. eincc this tunc nil1 
dcpeiid 011 paramctcrs of the production function. tlic annu:il iaiort;ality rate atid tlac long-ruii. cxpcctcd I c \ d  
orrecruitment. R .  This latter curve is used in dclining the stochastic or ccrtaint)--equivalence equilibrium. hut 
only E l l ' )  is necdcd for short-run. adaptive management. 

_I - -- 
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Figure I .  The long-run stochastic equilibrium. 

obtai ed for a stochastic dynamic programming problem (with a kn '11 

dislribution for recruitment)? We will take these two questions in order. 
The procedure for using equation (4) as a11 adaptive management rule is 

shown i n  Fig. 2. In the northeast quadrant we have redrawn the E ( X )  curve 
from Fig. I .  I IS position depends 011 all of the bioeconomic parameters except 
R. expected recruitment, which only appeared in equation ( 5 ) .  Suppose that 
biologists. using data from a series of scientific trawls or through a cohort 
model taking into account last year's total ( U S .  plus Canadian) harvest, could 
provide managers with an estimate of biomass for the forthcoming year. With 
an estimate of X we could project up to the E ( X )  curve to determine the 
recommended level of effort. The estimate of current biomass will also imply a 
specific production function in E-  Y space drawn in the northwest quadrant. 
Projecting Eover to the appropriate production function results in a catch rate 
which might be used as allowable catch for the forthcoming year. Because 
recruitment is stochastic and because lishermen m a y  excced or fail to harvest 
allowable catch i n  a particular year, the subsequent estimates of A-~nay bouticc 
around. From Fig. 2 we can get a qualitative feel for how recoininended eflort 
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Figure 2 .  A depiction of the approximately-optimal feedback policy. 

and allowable catch vary with X. First, note that there is likely to be an 
intercept of the E ( X )  curve on the X axis. This has a straightforward 
interpretation. For a given set of bioeconomic parameters (per unit price, 
annual cost, the rate of discount, natural mortality, and perhaps catchability) 
there is likely to be some stock level below which fishing today would reduce 
present value. This is denoted by X,=,. As X increases we see a less than 
proportional increase in E. The resulting change in Y is less easy to assess 
qualitatively because the production function shifts upward with increases in  
X. With a particular form for F ( X ,  E) ,  and given estimates of the bioeconomic 
parameters, we could numerically examine the change in Y for a change in X. 
([We will do this for the whiting fishery in Section 4.) Ifwe wish. we could collect 
the (X, Y )  pairs by constructing a 45” transfer line in the southeast quadrant. 
prqject X downward, across. and then pair it with the corresponding Y 
projected downward from the Y-axis of the northwest quadrant. This is done in 
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the southwest quadrant and the four “dots” have been (arbitrarily) “connected” 
by a series of line segments. 

Burt compared the level of groundwater pumping recommended by such a 
procedure to the level of pumping recommended when using stochastic 
dynamic programming. taking tlie estimate of current Xas an initial condition, 
with all other parameters the same. In his study he found that the pumping 
rates diflered by less than 2% when the current groundwater stock was within 
42% of the stochastic equilibrium. As the current stock got closer to the 
stochastic optimum, the dillerence went to zero. On the basis of this relatively 
small departure from the optimal pumping rate, Burt dubbed this rule “tlie 
approximately-optimal” pumping rule.* 

Burt and Cummings (1977). in considering this rule for other renewable 
resources, found that the diKerence between the approximately-optimal 
harvest rate and tlie optimal rate obtained via stochastic dynamic program- 
ming was likely to exhibit a consistent and perhaps attractive bias. When 
A’< A’, the harvest rate from the approximate rule was likely to be less than the 
harvest rate from the optimal rule. When X > X R  harvest was likely to be 
slightly more than optimal. This would lead to ;I niorc rapid npproach lo 
equilibrium i n  a deterministic model. The slightly lower levels for reconi- 
mended harvest when the resource stock was less than its stochastic 
equilibrium caused Burt and Cummings to regard tlie approximate rule as also 
being “conservative”. Managers may find this built in  conservatism (wlien 
stock is low) to be attractive. 

I n  a recent study and application to the anchovy fishery in northern 
California, Kolberg (1990) analyzed tlie above approximate procedure and 
compared i t  to the optimal solution (obtained via dynamic programming) and 
two other approximate solutions obtained from first- and second-order Taylor 
approximations to the value function at the steady state optimum. Burt’s 
original approximate rule [equation (4) in  this paper] is equivalent to the first- 
order approximation of the value function. Kolberg finds that both first- and 
second-order rules result in harvesting decisions that produce a stream of 
discounted profits within 1% of the maximum. 

* The approximate optiniality of the E(X.J curve as employed in Fig. 2 can be derived from the first-order 
conditions in tlic Appendix. Suppose that the optimal approach from some stock Icvcl ,\; involves values for 
the Lagraiigc multiplicrs or ;.,=;.+/:, and i r+ l=; .+~ ,+I ,  where i. is the valuc or the multiplier at thc 
ccrt;iinty-cqi~iv~~lcricc cquilihriiini. Thcn tlic lirst and second or [lie first-ordcr conditions can bc shown to 
imply: 

(prk --(.)[J+ ,\r + ( I  - M)F~J  
( I  - AI IF*; 

= p F ; + c , . ,  + c , .  

ITthc sun1 ofc, ,  I and I:, is small (\vhich sccms cspccially likely ifcunvcrpcncc is oscillatory). tlie11 the ;ibovc 
equation will be closely approximatcd bx equation (4) in the text, and hopefully not too far from the solution 
lo the uridcrlying stochastic optimization problem. 
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I t  is dillicult to make such comparisons i n  the whiting fishery. Without a 
joint distribution for recruitment and other bioeconomic parameters we do not 
have the necessary ingredients for the appropriate stochastic problem. As we 
will see i n  tlie next section. many of the estimates for equilibrium stock are 
around 1 .O million metric tons. This is within 30% of the 1989 estimate of 1.3 
million metric tons for mean annual biomass (Dorn and Methot, 1989; 
Table 12). I t  would appear. at  least superficially. that the approximately- 
optimal decision procedure described above can be appropriately applied to 
the Pacific Lvhiting fishery. 

3. Calibration of the Model for the Pacific Whiting Fishery. In the general 
model of the preceding section the production function, 1; = F(&. E,), took on 
central importance in  defining the stochastic equilibrium and the adaptive- 
management rule. When one attempts to specify and estimate such a function, 
one encounters at least two problems. First, where does one obtain a time series 
of estimates Cor average annual biomass, and second, how should one define 
effort? 

In calibrating the model to the Pacific whiting fishery the author was 
fortunate to have estimates of average annual biomass from a stock-synthesis 
model developed by Dorn and Methot (1989). This time series seemed the best 
available and would also allow a comparison of yield levels from two otherwise 
disparate modeling perspectives. 

The definition of efl-or1 has always proven dificult. Ideally, one would like as 
precise a measure as possible of the actual volume of water “strained” per unit 
time. The closest practical measure might be the number of hours that a vessel 
had net in the water fishing. In  a bioeconomic model. the analyst is further 
removed from tlie ideal measure because of the need to estimate the uni t  cost of 
efl-ort. The measure adopted here is the number of vessels in the fishery. This 
measure is open to criticism because i t  may not correspond to the volume of 
water strained during ;I season. but i t  is a measure for which we have some data 
on uni t  annual cost. 

Table 1 contains data on catch by U.S. vessels, estimates of mean annual 
biomass. and the number of vessels in the U.S. whiting fleet from 1981 to 1989. 
From 1985 onward the fleet has increased, with a jump from 42 vessels in  1988 
to 65 in 1989. The estimate of mean annual biomass has declined from 2.225 
million metric tons in 1986 to 1.315 million metric tons in 1989. Dorn and 
Methot believe that this reflects the “mining” of the strong 1980 and 1984 year 
classes that were recruited into the fishery in 1982 and 1986, respectively. (Note 
the jump in average annual biomass in those years.) 

Table 2 contains the regression results when the data in  Table I were iiscd to 
estimate Cobb-Douglas and exponential production functions. The Cobb- 
Douglas function takes the form Y = q X ” E a .  and is linear logs. I t  contains, as a 
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Table 1 .  Data on catch, mean iirinuiil biomass and elPort in the 
U.S. Pacific whiting fishery 

Year ( 1 )  Catch ( I ; ) *  Biomass (x)t Effort (.E,)$ 

1981 44 395 I 384000 21 
I982 68 488 2 000 000 17 
I983 73 150 I 805 000 19 
I984 81 610 I 742000 21 
I985 35 586 I685000 17 
I986 85 103 2 225 000 25 
1987 1 IO 791 2 012 000 31 
I988 I42 657 I 688 000 42 
I989 204 038 1 315 000 65 

*US. catch is measured in  metric tons and is the sum of joint- 
venture and domestic catch from Table 1 of Dorn and Methot 
( 1989). 

fBioniass is mexurcd in metric tons and is the mean annual 
cstimatc of biomass rrom Table I2 of Dorn and Methot (1989). 

fElTort is measured 3s the number of vessels iii tlie U.S. Pacilic 
whiting fleet as listed in the fax from D. E. Squires. NMFS. 
Southwest Fisheries Center. La Jolla, California. 18 June 1990. 

special case, the standard catch-per-unit-effort production form (when 

The exponential function takes the lorm Y=X(l -e-fiE). With this form i t  is 
impossible to catch niore than current biomass, a logical characteristic, 
unfortunately not exhibited by tlie Cobb-Douglas production function. (Note: 
With the Cobb-Douglas form. as effort goes to infinity, so does catch.) 

The exponential function may be estimated by regressing the natural log or 
the fraction of surviving biomass on effort. Ideally one would like to obtain an 
intercept not signikantly different from zero and a significantly negative 
coenicient on eflort. Alternatively, one can force the regression through the 
origin by suppressing the intercept. 

The regression results for Cobb-Douglas and exponential production 
functions are given in  Table 2. For the CobbDouglas form the coeficient for 
the natural log of q is not significantly difTerent from zero. implying that q is not 
significantly different from one. Tlie estimates of x and /j are significant at the 
5% level for a one-tail test. The adjusted R 2  is 0.8369. The Durbin-Watson 
statistic would appear to be in the inclusive range. The small sample size, 
however, makes determination of autocorrelation difficult. 

In  the least squares regression for the exponential function, the estimates of 
both tlie constant and the effort coeficient were significant. The adjusted R 2  
was 0.9568. Because the Durbin-Watson seemed at tlie lower end of tlie 
inconclusive range the regression was run correcting first for first-order 
autocorrelation. then for second-order autocorrelation. Neither A R (  1 )  nor 

a=p=  1). 
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Tablc 2. Rcgrcssion results for thc Cobb-Douglas and exponential production functions 

A. Cobb-Douglas: In Y , = l n  q + z  In X , + P  In € , + E ,  
Least squares 

Variablc Coelficicnt Stmidard error t-statistic Two-tail significance 

111 ‘1 - 7.4126 7.43 so - 0.9983 0.357 
In  .I’ 1.0274 0.4979 2.063 I 0.085 
In E 1.2240 0.1878 6.5169 0.001 

R’=0.8776. Adjusted R2=0.8369. F=21.5285. D- I I ’ =  1.4724 

13. Exponential: In(1 - ~; ! . l ; )=;~+zE ,+c ,  
Least squares 

Variable Cocllicient Standard error !-statistic Two-tail significance 

0.02 I5 0.0068 3.1 731 0.0 I6 

R2=0.Y622, Adjustcd R’=0.9568. F= 178.232. I)- II’= 1 . 1  146 
‘i - 0.0028 0.0002 I - 13.35 0.000 

Lcnst squares, A R( 1 ) 
Variable Coellicient Standard error t-statistic Two-tail significance 

I 0.0271 0.0187 1.4575 0.205 
E - 0.0030 0.0004 3 - 7.0358 0.001 

A R( I ) 0.5962 0.5030 1.1851 0.289 
R’=0.9708. Adjustcd R2=0.Y5Yl. F=83.209. I ) -  Ii’=O.YS44 

Least squares. A R ( 2 )  
Variable Cocllicient Standard error [-statistic Two-tail signilicance 

~~~ 

I 0.0225 0.0121 1.8498 0 138 
E - 0.0028 0.00036 - 7.7591 0.001 

:1 R( 2 )  - 0.0783 0.6942 -0.1 I28 0916 
R’=O9651. Adjuqted R2=0.9477. F = 5 5 . 3 6 8 .  D- 11’=0.9676 

A R ( 2 )  wcrc significant and i n  fact the Durbin-Watson statistics became 
smaller. The coiistant tcrrii became insignificant in both the A R ( I  ) and .A R ( 2 )  
regrcssions but the estimate of x was essentially unchanged and remained 
signilican t . 

The exponential fonii, with SI > 0 implies that production is strictly concave 
in elTort, while the Cobb-Douglas function with /J> 1 is not concave and would 
cause the stochastic equilibriuni to be locally unstable. For this reason, and 
others noted above, we adopt the exponential form and r u n  sensitivity analysis 
on x over the interval [2.OE-2. 3.OE-21. 

I n  an analysis of the tax returns of 13 vessels participating i n  tlie whiting 
fishery in 1988, Squires (1990) estimates annual variable costs per vessel to be 
approximately $150 000. More difficult to estimate is tlie portion of fixed costs 
that should also be included when estimating annual operating costs. Squires 
calculates annual fixed costs by adding the costs of insurance, rent, association 
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d i m ,  professional services and 7% of vessel acquisition costs (for vessels 
bought i n  1978-1986, inclusive), for ;i total of approximately $237 000 i n  1988. 
The sum or annual variable and fixed cost payments comes to $387 000. 

I t  is difficult to argue that all the costs filed (ex pxr) on a tax form are 
relevant when a fisherman chooses to fish whiting, as opposed to some other 
species. One also suspects that there is an incentive to report as high a cost as 
possible (to reduce taxable income). In  the numerical analysis of the next 
section we restrict our  estimate of c to the interval ($200 000, $300 000). 

Francis (1983). i n  fitting ii cohort model to survey data. concluded that 
annual mortnlity wiis likely to be age-dependent. with rates varying from 0.195 
for 5-year-old fish. to 0.757 for I I-year-old fish. Dorn and Methot use a 
constant rate of 0.20 for all cohorts. An average annual mortality rate of 0.25 is 
used in  the Base-Case. with values of M = 0.20 and M =0.30 also examined. 

The price per metric ton for whiting has fallen since the early 1980s. when it 
peaked at slightly over $151 in 1982. From 1986 to 19S9 the price has been 
relatively stable between $106 and $1 10 per metric ton. Stochastic equilibria 
and adaptive management are examined for prices of $100. $ 1  10 and $120 per 
metric ton. 

Modeling by Dorn and Methot also provided estiniates of recruitment, 
measured as billions of age two fish entering the fishery. They construct a time 
series from 1958 to 1988. There is a large range, from a low of0.017 in 1987 to a 
high of5.16 in 1963. The average over this 3 1-year period was 0.991 billion fish. 
An average 2-year-old whiting will weigh about 250 grams, transforming the 
0.99 I billion tish into an average recruitment of approximately 250 000 metric 
tons per year. 

Though imprecise. we set R = 250 000 metric tons i n  the Base-Case 
parameter set. I t  is important to emphasize that while recruitment is highly 
variable, mean annunl biomass is much less variable. Adaptive management 
does not depend directly on recruitment, only on an estimate of mean annual 
biomass. This has ranged from a high of 3.695 million metric tons in 1965, to 
low of 1.3 15 in  1989; with most year to year changes being less than 15%. 

The linal parameter required for both stochastic equilibrium and adaptive 
management is an estimate of the real (inflation-free) rate of discount. There 
has been a long standing debate among economists as to the appropriate rate of 
discount to employ when evaluating public investments or managing publicly 
held resources. There appears to be no simple answer. It depends on where the 
funds are coming from (whether they are displacing private investment or 
consumption) and whether the beneficiaries of the project derive a significant 
portion of their income from the investment or resource. 

The question is pcrhaps more easily aiiswcrcd whcn tnoiiaging ;I lisliery 
resource. If there are a large group offishermen, or if the species being managed 
constitutes only a small portion of the total income derived from fishing. then 
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tlic discoutit ratc slioitld be risk-frcc ;is well. Discount ratcs or2.4 and 6% ivill 
hc cvaluatcd. 

4. Results. Restricting our analysis to the exponential production function. 
}'=,I*( I -e-"). wc iiotc that [, = ( 1  -e-'' ). and that ~ ~ = x . \ ~ c - ' ~ .  Substitit- 
tion into equation (4) results in: 

Equation ( 5 )  takes the form: 

R =  M X +  ( 1  -A4)X(l -e-'"). (7 1 

I t  is possible to solve equation (6)  for an explicit expression for E, yielding: 

c( 1 +a) E= -111 
[ / I % ( < )  + A4)X+ C( I - 

This is our €=€(A') curve in Figs 1 and 2. I t  will be used In the 
adaptive-management program. 

Using equation (7) i t  is possible to eliminate Efrom equation (6) and obtain 
a quadratic expression in  X. The positive root gives an expression for the 
optimal (stochastic) equilibrium stock. This expression is tedious to derive but 
some careful algebra should reveal: 

X,=(- B+,,'B2-4N)j2 

where: 

and 

With X, we can calculate lon_g-run optimal effort as: 

E, = - 111 (XR - I?)/[( 1 - A4)XR]  (12) 

From the prodiiction function we know l', = ,YR( 1 -e-*'R). 
In the program in  Table 3 we define and read the parameters a, c, h. A4, p and 

R and then calculate the stochastic equilibrium X,. E,  and l ' i .  You are then 
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asked i f  you would like to adaptively manage. I f  you answer yes. you are asked 
Tor an estimate of current-year biomass. Using this as the value of X in 
equation (8), and the same bioeconomic parameters as specified in line 10, the 
program calculates the approximately-optinial E (lines 140-1 50). then catch 
[line 160), and finally prints the results. 

Table 3. A listing of the BASIC program to calculate the stochastic equilibriuiii and to 
adnptively m:in;ige based on estimates of current biomass 

10 DATA 0.25E -2.250000.0.04.0.25.1 10.250000 
10 READ A.C.D.M.P.R 
30 H= - (P*A*R*(D+M)+C*( I - bl)*D)/(P*A*(D+ bl)) 
40 N = -C*( 1 - M)*R.I(P*A*(D + M ) )  
50 X R = ( - 13 + SQR (B- 2 - 4* N))/’2 
60 ER= - L O G ( ( X R - R ) i ( ( l - M ) * X R ) ) / A  
7 0  Y R = X R * ( I  -EXP(-A*ER)) 
X O  1’111 N T :  I’I1INT “1.ong-Ruti A\cr;igc t h t i i a s s = ” :  X R  
YO PRINT: PRINT “Lo~ig-Ruii Average ElTort =”: EK 

100 PR1NT:PRINT “Long-Run Average Catch=”:YR 
I I O  PRINT:lNPUT “Do you want to Adaptively Manage‘? Yes= I .  No=O.”:W 
I20 IF W = O  GOT0 200 
130 PR1NT:lNPUT “Current Biomass=”:X 
140 N U M  =C*( I + D): DEN = P*A*(D + M)*X +C*( I - M )  
I50 E =  - LOG(NUM/DEN)/A 
I60 Y =X*(l -EXP( -A*E)) 
170 PRINT: PRINT “Current Biornass=”:X 
I80 PRINT: PRINT “Recomtnended ElTort=”: E 
I90 PRINT: PRINT “Recom~nended Catch = ” ; Y  
200 END 

The Base-Case parameter set is a = 0.25E-2, c = $250 000, b = 0.04, M = 0.25, 
p = S 1 10 and R = 250 000. Table 4 reports the calculated values for stochastic 
equilibrium and the approxirnately-optimal values for elTort and allowablc 
cakh  when the current biomass is 1 .OE6, 1 S E 6  and 2.OE6 metric tons. Each 
parariietcr (with the exception of R )  is varied above and below its Base-Casc 
value to determine its elTect on the stochastic equilibrium and the adaptively- 
managed levels ofelTort and allowable catch. The results are presented in the 10 
subcases ( B  through K )  also contained in Table4. Increases in  long-run 
cxpected recruitment, R, will increase the equilibrium levels for biomass, efTort 
and yield, but given the imprecise estimate of this value and the previously 
noled fact that the stochastic equilibrium is “seldom experienced”. we do not 
present these results. 

For the Base-Case parameter set the stochastic equilibrium occurs at a mean 
aniiual biomass of 957 748 metric tons, supporting a fleet of six vessels 
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Tiiblc 4. Stochastic eqitilibria atid adaptive inanagernerit 

A .  Ikisc-C;ise paramclcr sct 

x = 0.25E-2 c = $250 000 d = 0.04 
A I  = 0 . 2 5  p = % I  I O  R=250000rnt 

.\; = 957 748 1111 

\C'hon .\'= I .0E6 
,\.= 1.5E6 
,\.= 2.OE6 

ER = 6 vessels 1;= 14 083 rnt 
E =  1 I 
E= 67 
E =  1 I5 

I'=27 128 
l'= 230 159 
I.= 501 441 

I{. x=O.'OE-2 

N o  commercial lishcry in the long run. Vessels not suniciently productixe. 

When ,\'= I .0E6 
.\'= 1 .SE6 
A'= 2.OEh 

c. x = 0.30E-2 

.\K = X83 os I l l l t  

Whcn ,\.= I .OE6 
,\'= 1.5E6 
.I.= 2.0E6 

D. c ' =  s200 000 

,\,=867 361 l i l t  

When ,\'= 1.0Eh 
A'= 1 .5E!6 
X= 2.OE6 

No coniinercial lishery Stock too lo\v 
E=43 l'= 122 881 
E=96 I ' =  349 730 

/I, = I5 vcsscls 1; = 38 983 rnt 

E =  28 I '=SI  921 
E=81 1'=321 930 
E =  126 I . =  627 606 

E ,  = 2 I vessels 1;=44 213 l i l t  

E=40 1'= 94 668 
E= 10.1 1'= 341 837 
E= 159 l'= 655 897 

E. c = %?OO 000 

N o  cciniiiicrcial lishcry i n  the long run.  Fishing too costly 

No cornniercial lishery Stock too low 
E=40 1'= 142 002 
E= 84 )'=377 113 

E,  = 6 vessels )x= 13 704 mt 

E= I O  I .=  15 78s 
E= 64 )'=220 201 
E =  1 I O  Y=482 143 

E,, = 6 \.csscls 1; = 14 432 nit 

E =  12 
E=70 
E= 120 

>-=28 414 
1'= 239 956 
I*= 5 I9 553 
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Table 4--c.oiitiriired 

I I .  M=0.20 

A ,  = I 075 564 nit 

When ,\‘= I .0E6 
x= 1.5Eh 
A’= 2.0E6 

= I 7  vcsscls 

E= 9 
E= 56 
E=98 

I .  M=0.30 

N o  conimcrci;il lishcry in thc loiig run. Natural iiiortality too high. 

Whcn ,Y = 1 .OE6 E= 13 
,\’= 1 S E 6  E= 77 
A’= 2.0E6 E= I32 

J .  p=%lOOmt- ’  

N o  coiiiincrcial lishcry iii long run.  I’ricc too l ow 

Whcn .Y= I .0E6 
X =  1.5E6 
,Y= 2.0E6 

K .  p=$120 ni t - ’  

A,=921 131 nit 

When X =  I .OE6 
.Y= 1.5E6 
,Y= 2.OE6 

E=O 
E= 5 2  
E=98 

E,  = 12 vesscls 

E= 22 
E=81 
E.= 132 

I’K = 43 609 l i i t  

I . =  22 556 
I .=  195 652 
I’=433 735 

I ‘=  3 I 657 
J’= 262 587 
)‘= 563 536 

I .=  0 
I , =  183 544 
I.=436 090 

1, = 26 ’89 nit 

)‘= 52 823 
)’= 273 585 
) ’ = S h l  549 

Vessel numbers are rounded to iiciirest whole vessel. Catch is rounded to nearest whole metric 
ton. Catch i s  calculated before rounding effort. Thus. fr;ictioii:tl emort less than 0.5 vessels ni;iy 
give rise to siiglitly difTcrcnt catch for same bioiiiass (Subcast. I 1  to J whcn ,\.= Z.OE6). 

harvesting 14 083 metric tons per year. These values are significantly below 
those observed in the previous decade (see Table 1 ). 

When the current biomass increases from 1.0 to 2.0 inillion metric tons the 
adaptive rule recommends that fleet size increase from 11 to 115 vessels and 
that catch be allowed 10 increase from 27 128 to 501 441 metric tons. When 
current biomass is I .5 million metric tons. a recommended fleet of 67 vessels 
would harvest 230 159 metric tons. These latter values are very similar to the 
“observed” values for catch. biomass and etTort in  1989 from Table 1. 

From this single piece of analysis we might hazard a characterization of the 
whiting lisliery. I t  is a fishery that will be strongly influenced by current 
bioeconomic conditions. I t  should be Inanaged opportunistically. When 
stochastic recruitment “deals a full house”, maximization of expected present 
value says the fleet should significantly expand to harvest the windfall. The 
downside, of course, is that when recruitment deals nothing, the neet must “fold 
’em” and walk. T o  quote the Kenny Rodgers song, fisheries managers have to 



“ k n o w  when to hold ‘em and know when to fold ‘em”. I n  the U.S. and 
elsewhere, unfortunately. managers and fishermen have been slow to walk. 
trying to stay in  tlie game when bioeconomic conditions indicate one should 
leave (a t  least temporarily). 

The program i n  Table 3 indicates when fishing would reduce present value 
by returning a negative value for effort and catch. This can occur in the long- 
run  stochastic equilibrium or in  the shorl-run under adaptive management: In  
fact. for ;I given set of bioccononiic parameters a fishery that is unprofitable in 
tlic Ior~g-run may contiiiuc t o  be lishctl i f  strong rccruitmcnt o r  frivolable prices 
prevail. Conversely, ;I fishcry which is profitable in the long-run (stochastic 
equilibrium) may be shut down in the short-run because biomass has declined 
below a level that would support positive elTort and catch along the optimal 
approach path. Recall the interpretation of A’,=, in  Figs 1 and 2. 

The first situation is shown in Subcase B where. when vessel productivity 
declines from a = 0.25E-2 to IX =0.20E-2, there is no fishing in the stochastic 
equilibrium. If a run of strong recruitment (or a temporary moratorium) 
pushes biomass up to 1.5E6 metric tons a neet of 43 would be allowed to 
harvest 122 88 1 metric tons. I n  Subcase C. where a=0.30E-2. the stochastic 
equilibrium has a biomass of 883 051 metric tons supporting 15 vessels and an 
annual yield of 38 983 metric tons. If  recruitment pushes biomass up to 1.5E6 
metric tons, adaptive managers would send out 8 I vessels to harvest 321 930 
metric tons. 

In Subcase E. with an annual vessel cost of $300 000 there would be no 
fishing in the stochastic equilibrium. A biomass level of 1 .OE6 is still below 
X ,  = o .  At a biomass of I S E 6  a fleet of 40 vessels is allowed to harvest 142 002 
metric tons. 

The value for X,=,, when p=5100 is precisely l.OE6 metric tons (see 
Subcase . I ) .  The fishery is not profitable i n  tlie long run  at this price. but sliort- 
run biomass levels of I .5E6 and 2.OE6 would support fleets of 52 and 98 vessels. 

A systematic analysis of the results i n  Table 4 will reveal: 

( i )  an increase in r will reduce equilibrium biomass while increasing lleet 
size and catch (Subcase A to C);  

( i i )  an increase in cost. c. will increase equilibrium biomass. reducing effort 
and catch (Subcase D to A);  

( i i i )  an increase in  the discount rate has relatively little impact, reducing 
equilibrium biomass slightly, causing a fractional increase in effort and 
a slight increase in catch (Subcase F to G): 

(iv) an increase i n  natural mortnlity might sltut down  he fishery in tlic long 
run and has the effect (similar to an increase i n  the discount rate) of 
increasing effort and catch in the short run  (before fish die of natural 
causes: see Subcase H to I) .  finally: 
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( v )  an increase in price may make the fishery tenable in the long run and will 
increase eflort and yield when adaptively managed at the same level of 
biomass (Subcase J to K).  

I t  is a bit dillicult to compare the results of Table 4 to the results of Francis 
(1983), Swartzman et al. (1983, 1987) and Dorn and Methot (1989). All of the 
models are cohort models and none are bioecononiic, in the sense of 
maximizing a present value measure. Perhaps the only common denorninator 
is average yicld. This is dillicult to calculate in anything but ii naive way 
because the cohort inodels are frequently run with constant lishing mortality or 
with constraints that prevent the biomass from declining below some bound. 
With that caveat in  mind. we note that a simple average of yields listed in the 
first row of Table 3 from Swartzman et 611.  (1983) is 193 666 metric tons. The 
average yield from Table 2 of Swartzinan et ul. (1987) is 184 000 metric tons. 
From Dorn and Methot (1989) we have previously noted that average yield 
ranges from 178 000 to 244 000 metric tons for low risk runs and from 205 000 
to 251 000 metric tons for high risk runs. If one averages the44 yields (including 
zero yield when the fishery is shut down in the long or short run) from Table 4 
in this paper one obtains 195 552 metric tons. While the models are very 
different in their biological and economic details, from tlie perspective of 
average yield they would appear to be in the same ballpark. 

5. Conclusions. Tlie Pacific whiting has become an important commercial 
species for both the U.S. and Canada. Both countries participate in  joint- 
venture fisheries, where domestic trawlers capture whiting and on-load onto 
foreign processing vessels. Several papers published i n  the 1980s have 
examined population dynamics within age-structured models. Recruitment is 
thought to be independent of spawning biomass. and has been treated as a 
random variable. Because older and larger fish migrate further north, the age- 
structure of the resource can influence the availability of fish in Canadian 
waters. 

While these models have been rich in biological detail, they have not 
adequately incorporated the economic factors which affect the commercial 
value of the resource, nor have they tried to determine optimal lleet size. l h e  
biologicnl detail present i n  these models necessitates numerical analysis, such 
as Monte Carlo simulation. to determine the properties of the model and to 
develop average yields that might be used in making recommendations for 
a l l  owa ble catch . 

I n  this paper we have traded-off the biological detail of a cohort model in  
order to incorporate sonie of tlie economic factors thought to be important i n  
the Pacific whiting fishery. Tlie simple bioeconomic model of Section 2 
permittcd 11s to: ( I ) pose :I stochastic optimization problem that sought to 
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rnaximize tlie present value of  expected net revenue; (2)  solve the certainty- 
cquivalcnt problcm for thc stochastic equilibrium and an approxiniatcly- 
optimal rule for adaptive mnnagement; and (3) portray the equilibrium (Fig. 1 )  
and show how tlie adaptive-management rule would operate (Fig. 2). 

Data on catch, mean annual biomass and vessel numbers allowed for the 
direct estimation of a fishery production function. Cobb-Douglas and an 
exponential function both gave reasonable fits. The exponential form makes 
more sense biologically, gave a slightly better fit and for the parameter estimate 
was strictly concave i n  effort. This form was used and a range of values for the 
other bioeconomic parameters was obtained from previous biological and 
economic research. 

I n  tlie bioecononiic model. long-run (stochastic) equilibrium depended on 
tlie production parameter. annual vessel cost. the discount rate, natural 
mortality, exvessel price and long-run average recruitment. In  the short-run. 
using the adaptive-management rule, fleet size and allowable catch depended 
on the first five parameters and current biomass (instead of recruitment). 
Recommendations for short-run fleet size and allowable catch could fluctuate 
widely depending on tlie bioeconomic parameters. especially current biomass. 
From tlie Base-Case parameter set we observed that a current biomass of I .OE6 
metric tons would commend a ileet of only I 1  vessels harvesting 27 128 metric 
tons. I f  current biomass were 1SE6 metric tons. 67 vessels could harvest 
230 I59 nietric tons and. if  biomass increased to 2.OE6 metric tons (perhaps in 
tlie vicinity of “pristine equilibrium”). 115 vessels could liarvest a 501 441 
metric tons. 

Such results characterize what might be called an opportunistic fishery. 
requiring a flexible fleet of generalist vessels able to respond to windfall 
recruitment and to shift to other fisheries when bioecononiic conditions are no 
longer favorable. Such flexibility has not been present in the U.S. or Canadian 
fishing industry. where effort seems quick to expand, but slow to contract. 
Managers and the fishing industry need to explore ways of increasing 
flexibility. 

T o  use tlie adaptive-management rule we need an estimate of current-year 
biomass. The cohort models, especially the stock-synthesis model of Dorn and 
Methot (1989). can provide such an estimate. The age-structured models also 
have the advantage of being able to project changes i n  the abundance of 
particular cohorts. Such information might be important in determining 
spawning potential and the availability of whiting in Canadian waters. 

This model should not be viewed as a replacement or even as a competitor 
for tlie niche occupied by tlie more complex biological models within the 
current “inanagenient landscape”. Rather, i t  should be used to coinplement tlie 
analysis of such models in seeking the economically efficient and equitable 
distribution of the Pacific whiting resource. 
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APPENDIX 

The Lagrangian for thc ccrtaint)-equi\~ilciit problem has first-order conditions requiring: 

I n  steady statc thcsc coiiditioiis iinply: 

/Jj .=(/>Fb;-<') ,L[ 1 -/\I)\';;] 

/ I ; . [ ~ I - , ~ I ) [ I - / ; , ] - ( I + ~ ~ ) ] = - ~ ~ ~  

R = /\I,\' + ( I - ,\I IF( .\'. E) .  

The second steady stxte equation c;ui be further simplilied to: 

- pj.[  (J + ,\I ) + ( I - A I ) I . ;  ] = - pcy . 

M ultiplyinp through by - I mid subsiituting thc lirst steady-state expression for p i  yields: 

(pr1;-- C) [c<% + nr  ) + ( 1  - A I ) F ~ ]  = pcy[( 1 - ,U)FJ. 

This last cxprcssion can be further sirnplilicd to: 

which is gibeii iis equation (4)  i n  thc text. Eqwition ( 5 )  i n  the test is the third of the steady-state 
equations listed above. 
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